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The workshop “Computational Linear Algebra in Algebraic and Related 
Problems” was held from 27 until 31 July 1992 at the Institute of Experimen- 
tal Mathematics of Essen University, Germany. It was organized by Professor 
Hans Schneider (Madison, Wisconsin) and Gerhard Michler (Essen, Ger- 
many). 42 participants came from Australia, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Eng- 
land, France, Israel, the United States, and Germany. 
The aim of the meeting was the presentation of theoretical problems in 
algebra, representation theory of groups, algebraic number theory, coding 
theory, discrete mathematics, and statistics whose solutions in important 
applications involve exact computations with large matrices over finite or 
infinite fields. In 26 invited lectures relevant new algorithms and recent 
research results involving methods from computational and theoretical com- 
binatorial linear algebra were presented. Some of the algorithms were 
demonstrated by means of computer programs. 
The proceedings of the conference are published in this issue. It includes 
16 refereed papers. The list of the 26 titles of all the invited lectures is found 
at the end of these proceedings. 
The conference was supported in part by the Deutsche Forschungsgemein- 
schaft, the Volkswagen Foundation, Essen University, IBM Deutschland 
GmbH (Stuttgart), and Siemms AG (Munich). The organizers and editors of 
these proceedings thank all these institutions and corporations for their 
generous help. 
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